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Solonoid valves Y13 and Y23 rear vehicle,  L-H
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Solonoid valve Y11 differential lock rear vehicle,  R-H
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ZP1

Drive pump

Drive pump measuring points
Drive pump forwards: max. 295 bar
Input pressure: max. 22 bar
Drive pump reverse: max. 295 bar

Installation location of the hydraulic pumps - drive pump and gear pump 1 (ZP1 
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S20

S20 Nullagenschalter der Fahrpumpe
S20 Switch zero position drive pump
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•

•

Fahrmotor - Drive- Motor, Bosch- Rexroth Typ MRC 3, 225 ccm

Part Number              Part Number              Part Number          Part Number

01167030 01167110 01167200          01167290

Radmotor vorne links
Wheel motor front axle L-H

Radmotor vorne rechts
Wheel motor front axle R-H

Radmotor hinten links
Wheel motor rear axle L-H

Radmotor hinten rechts
Whell motor rear axle R-H
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Fahrmotor - Drive- Motor Bosch- Rexroth MRC 3, 225 ccm
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Fahrmotor - Drive- Motor, Bosch- Rexroth  MRC3, 225 ccm
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                                                             Drive pump description 
 
 

The swash plate variable displacement pump feeds 0 – 110 l/min, continually adjustable, in both directions. When at 
high pressure, both outlets are set to 322 bar (Pos. 2 + 3)(pressure relief valve).  
The integrated feed pump supplies a maximum of 30 l/min to compensate for oil leakage, to change a defined quantity 
of oil for cooling and for diverse control functions. 
 
The feed pump draws oil from the tank via the suction return flow filter (Pos. 204) and feeds it to the non-return valves 
which are integrated in the pressure relive valves (Pos. 2 + 3). The maximum feed pressure is limited to 22 bar by the 
feed pressure valve (Pos.1). The non-return valve to which high pressure is not applied enables feed to the variable 
displacement pump circuit.  
At the same time, the feed pressure is generated via the starting cartridge for the mechanical-hydraulic control units. 
Depending on the DA - regulating valve (pos.5), actuating the accelerator pedal causes the feed pressure to be supplied 
to the set piston which moves the hydraulic pump's pivoting disk in the required direction and angle (feed volume/driving 
speed). 
If the pressure at the hydraulic motors meets with resistance (gradient/obstruction) which causes a pressure increase in 
excess of 290bar, the overpressure is relieved, by the pressure cut-off valve, to the tank. Cause of this, the pressure will 
be hold at 290bar. The function of the pressure cut-off valve is to limit the power of the pump (feed volume x pressure) 
to the maximum allowed value. The pressure relief valves (Pos. 2 + 3) are used for safety reasons. Normally they are 
never activ. 
The set feed pressure is measured at measuring points G.  
The set cut-off pressure is measured at measuring points MA and MB when the wheels are blocked. 
To measure the relive valve pressure, the cut-off valve has to be set to a value over 325bar. Then the relive pressure 
can be measured at the points MA and MB. 
 
After this the pressure cut-off valve must be set back to 290bar! 
 
The correct feed pressure is a basic condition for generating high pressure. 
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Y13, 6Ω

In Transport mode, only the front wheels are driven.
Power is applied to solenoid valve Y13. 
The maximum speed is  now 30 kph.

In Work  mode (sweeping mode) the front and rear wheels
are driven. No power is applied to solenoid valve Y13.
The maximum speed is now 16 kph.

Y13 Solenoid valve (switching valve), front wheel drive (Transport mode) / all-wheel drive (Work mode)

Messwerte Magnetventile
Measurement values solenoid valves

Spannung
(V)

Voltage (V)

Stromstärke (A)
Current flow (A)

Widerstand der

Spule (Ω)
Resistance of

the coil (Ω)

Y13 Umschaltventil Vorderrad/ Allradantrieb 2/4
Y13 bestromt/ ein = 30km/h

12V 2000mA 6Ω

Y13 Solenoid valve 2 wheel / 4 wheel drive 2/4
Y13 powered/ on = 25 km/h

12V 2000mA 6Ω

Y13
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Function description, solenoid valve Y13
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Function description, solenoid valve Y13
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Function description, solenoid valve Y13

Y13 solonoid (switching) valve, work mode. Y13 is not energized/ off.

As it progresses, the volume flow from the shut-off unit (output A) to the rear wheel motors is applied

to the switching valve (input A). When in an inactive state (Y13), the volume flow is feed to the rear 

wheel motors (all-wheel drive).

The two rear motors are connected in series so that the volume flow can be divided as required.

The slower work mode results from distribution of the feed quantity to 4 wheel motors max. 16 kph).

Y13 solonoid (switching) valve transport mode.Y13 is energized/ on.

When activated (Y13 energised), the solenoid valve switches the feed pressure to the distributing valve

and activates it hydraulically. When at this switch setting (drive on roads), the distributing valve connects

the feed side with the outflow side and the feed pressure. At the same time, a connection from the outflow

side of the motors (C), used to exchange the warmed oil, is established to the tank via an aperture.

The feed (A) to the switching terminal is blocked so that the oil quantity supplied by the pump only

needs to be distributed to the two front motors.

This results in the faster transport mode (30 kph)
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Function diagram, front wheel drive (Transport mode) solenoid valve Y13 power on, max. 30 kph
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Function diagram, all-wheel drive (Work mode) solenoid valve Y13 power off , max.  16 kph
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2 wheel drive (Transport Mode) 
Y13 powered – on (12V, 2000 mA).

4 wheel drive (Work Mode)
Y13 off.
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Fault: vehicle does not run or only runs slowly! 

1. Is the bypass valve closed (in towing position)? Solution: close bypass valve.

2. The vehicle only reached 15 kph in Transport mode. Solution: check solenoid valve Y13.
Solenoid valve Y13 must be set to power on to reach 30 kph. For details, refer to Page19.

3. Check the engine speed of engine. If engine speed is not reached, check the air filter and 
fuel filter for soiling; change the filter, if necessary.

4. Check the hydraulic pump Bowden cables. Is the hydraulic pump fully disengaged mechanically?

5. Hydraulic oil pressure is too low. Solution: check the hydraulic oil pressure on the hydraulic
pump.
Check the following:
- Switch the vehicle on in Transport mode.
- Apply the hand brake and actuate the foot brake.
- Check the hydraulic oil pressure on the hydraulic pump; forwards approx. 295 bar, feed pressure
(supply pressure) approx. 22 bar.

If the hydraulic oil pressure is correct, repeat the checks in Work mode (4-wheel drive)!

- If the required hydraulic oil pressure is not reached, jack up the vehicle and check the
quantity of leakage oil from the hydraulic motors. When the vehicle is jacked up, approx. 
0,2L/Min leakage oil per axle (2 wheel motor) should accumulate.

If the quantity of leakage oil is too high, the wheel motors must be changed in pairs (per axle)!
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Fault: vehicle does not run or only runs slowly! 

If the quantity of leakage oil at the wheel motors is not too high, close the hydraulic pump outputs
and check the hydraulic oil pressure at the hydraulic pump.

Check the hydraulic oil pressure on the hydraulic pump; forwards approx. 295 bar, feed pressure
approx. 22 bar.

If the hydraulic oil pressures required are still not achieved, replace the hydraulic pump.

Attention: 
Complete all the necessary measurements when the hydraulic oil is warm (50°C)!

leakage oil
Wheel motor
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Fault: Final speed of 30 kph not reached in transport mode

Solution: 

1. Close the bypass valve for towing mode. 

2. Check the engine rpm, check the fuel filter and replace 
if required. 

3. Check the engine rpm, check the air filter from the engine 
and replace if required. 

4. Set the hand thottle in the transport position. Check the 
fuses F6 and F13 and the relay K6. Check the power 
supply from Y13 with solonoid test box. 

5. If there is no electrical fault at the 
solonoid valve Y13, (see point 4),
dismantle Y13 and clean it; in the case of mechanically 

defective parts, change the valve.

Possible cause: 

1. The bypass valve for towing mode is not closed 
(in towing position). 

2. The fuel filter is clogged, the engine speed is not 
reached. 

3. The air filter from the engine is clogged, the
maximum engine speed is not reached. 

4. The solonoid valve Y13 is not powered. 

5. . Y13 does not switch mechanically. Valve Y13 

is sticking or jammed.
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Y11, 6Ω

Y11 Solenoid valve, differential lock (option)

The differential lock is activated when 

power is applied to the solenoid valve Y11

Beschreibung-
Description

Spannung (V)
Voltage (V)

Stromstärke (A)
Current flow ( A)

Widerstand
der Spule (Ω)
Resistance

of the coil (Ω)

Y11 Hydraulikventil Differentialsperre ein (Opt.)
Hydraulic valve differential lock on (Option)

12V 2000mA 6Ω

Y11

Y13
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Solenoid valve Y11, differential lock
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Solenoid valve Y11, differential lock
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Function description, solenoid valve Y11 differential lock
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Differential lock switched off, solenoid valve differential lock Y11 power off

Y11 off
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Differential lock switched on, solenoid valve differential lock Y11 power on
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Differential lock switched off, 
solenoid valve differential lock Y11
power off.

Differential lock switched on,
solenoid valve differential lock Y11
power on. (12V, 2000 mA, coil 6 Ohm)
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Solenoid valve Y11, differential lock

•

•

 

Düse D2, M10X1, 0.8mm, Differentialsperre Vorderachse
Nozzle D2,M10X 1, Differential lock front axle

Fahrtrichtung/ driving direction

Magnetventil Y11 Differentialsperre
Solonoid valve Y11 differential lock

D2
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Solenoid valve Y11, differential lock

D2

Fahrtrichtung/ driving direction

Düse D1, M10X1, 0.8mm 
Sperre zwischen Vorderachse und Hinterachse.

Sicht von hinten auf das Ventil (Rückseite)!

Nozzle D1, M10X1, 
Differential lock between front and rear axle.

View from machine side.

D1
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Adjustment of the end speed CM 1250
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Adjustment of the end speed CM 1250
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Important information: The correct adjustment of the end speed via the wheel speed can only be 
completed on a roller dynamometer (brake test stand) because the wheel motors for the synchronization 
(same speed of both wheel motors) need a resistance.

In order to achieve an end speed of 30 km/h, the wheel speed of the front axle must be set to 
250 +/- 3 rpm for forward drive and to 
110 +/- 5 rpm for reverse drive.

The adjustment can also be made using the speedometer if the working mileage counter 1442 option 
is available. The accelerator must be adjusted so that an end speed of 30 km/h can be reached 
when driving forward and 12 km/h when driving in reverse. The speed can be read on the 
working mileage counter (combined instrument).

Press the left-hand button as often as necessary until the mileage display appears. It is now possible to read 
the driving speed and correct it, as necessary, by adjusting the accelerator 
(also refer to the description of the sweeping mileage counter on Page 38).

Another option is to control the speed by means of a navigation device and adjust it, as necessary, 
in respect of the correct speeds (forward drive/reverse drive).

Note: It is no longer possible to complete the adjustment with the machine jacked up by measuring 
the wheel speed!

Adjustment of the end speed CM 1250
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Further information on the hydraulic drive is provided in :

5.0.2 Hydraulic function diagrams, hydraulic drive

5.0.3 Hydraulic  diagram Hako Citymaster 1250

5.0.4 Spare part list Bosch Rexroth drive pump A10VG 45

5.0.5 Repair manual Bosch- Rexroth drive pump A10VG45

5.0.6 Spare part list drive motor Bosch- Rexroth  MRC 3, 225 ccm

5.0.7 Service manual Bosch- Rexroth drive motor MRC 3, 225 ccm
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Notes
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Notes


